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Company updates 

 

Persimmon (PSN, 2,433p, £7,760m mkt cap)  

UK number three housebuilder by volume, top by market cap. HY (Jun) trading update. Trading: Completions 

-35%, 4,900; prices +4%, £225k; rev -32%, £1.2bn. c. 1,600 gross reservations secured online in the 9 weeks 

ended 17 May. Since sales offices re-opened in mid-May average weekly private sales reservations c. 30% 

higher Y/Y. Order book +15% Y/Y, £1.9bn. Outlook: “We are encouraged by the level of customer 

reservations in the period since our sales offices reopened. The longer-term impact of Covid-19 on consumer 

confidence and the economy has yet to be seen. However, despite this uncertainty, we remain confident of 

the Group's future success”. Finances: Cash reserves of c. £830m (2019, £833m). Land replacement over the 

last two years running at c. 55% of consumption levels. Dividends: As previously announced, the proposed 

125p interim dividend payment of surplus capital due to be paid on 2 April 2020 was cancelled and the 

proposed annual final dividend of 110p to be paid on 6 July 2020 was postponed. The payment of a final 

dividend for FY 2019 will be re-evaluated in the second half of this year. 

 

 

Vistry Group (VTY, 712p, £1,550m)  



Formed from the merger of Bovis Homes and housebuilding divisions of Galliford Try. HY (Jun) trading 

update. Trading: Housebuilding completions -63%, 1,235; Vistry Partnerships completions, -15%, 489. Over 

past four weeks ave private sales rate per site per week, including Vistry Partnerships' mixed tenure 

operations +24%, 0.62 excluding bulk sales. “Excellent progress on integration with synergies expected to be 

higher than level assumed at acquisition”. Outlook: Formal guidance remains suspended. “A continuing 

improvement in market trends in increased consumer demand.  Prices have remained stable and we 

currently see deflationary pressure in our supply chain.  This, combined with completions returning to a 

more normal level and the flow-through of synergy benefits, will support an anticipated restoration of gross 

margin in the second half. Finances: Reduction in net debt to c. £355m (18 May 2020: £476m) “ahead of our 

expectations at the start of the pandemic”.  

      

MJ Gleeson (GLE, 690p, £401m)  

Low-cost housebuilder, focused on north of England, and strategic land enabler, focused on south. FY (Jun) 

trading statement. Trading: Gleeson Homes completions, 30%, 1,072. Daily reservations over the last four 

weeks have recovered to more than 80% of pre Covid-19 levels with the majority reserved at prices higher 

than in January and February 2020. Orders +66%, £145m on 1,033 plots (June 2019: £88m on 677 plots). 

Gleeson Strategic Land: “Interest is returning, with enquiries from a broad range of housebuilders”. Outlook: 

“Results for FY2020 to be in line with revised market expectations. We are confident that, if the current 

market improvement continues, the Group will see a rapid recovery in FY2021”. Finances: Cash balances of 

£77m including £60m drawn on committed bank facility (30 June 2019: £30.3m net cash). In addition, the 

Group has a £10m committed overdraft facility which is currently undrawn.  

 

Grafton Group (GFTU, 640p, £1,527m)  

UK, Irish, Dutch builders’ merchant and products group. HY (Jun) trading update. Trading: Rev in continuing 

operations -19%,  £1.1bn. Trading in June “was more resilient than anticipated”  with revenue in continuing 

operations +11%, £248m, including acquisition of Polvo in July 2019.  Average daily like-for-like revenue in 

June -1.1% Y/Y. Outlook: “Strong demand in June in our businesses in Ireland and Netherlands and in Selco in 

the UK was partly offset by a slower pace of recovery in the traditional distribution and manufacturing 

businesses in the UK. While we were encouraged by the improved performance in June, trading during the 

month is likely to have been influenced by pent-up demand as Covid-19 restrictions were lifted and we 

remain cautious about revenue trends in the second half of the year”. Finances: A net cash position at the 

end of June and liquidity of £658m including undrawn committed RCF. In view of the Group's strong cash 

and liquidity position, debt of £263 million that had been drawn in April under the RCF and held in cash was 

repaid. 

 

Economic data 

 

Housing market. The RICS Residential Market Survey for June (link) is among the earliest data to support 

anecdotal evidence of a recovery in activity levels since the Government’s reopening of the housing market 

in England on 13 May. Buyer enquiries rose to an index (% respondents reporting rise minus % seeing fall) of 

https://www.rics.org/globalassets/rics-website/media/knowledge/research/market-surveys/uk-residential-market-survey-june-2020.pdf


+61, up from -7 in May and a record low of -94 in April, immediately following the 23 April lockdown. There 

was a broad regional recovery except in Scotland, which came out of lockdown later. 

  

  
 

Vendor instructions, a key element in overall market liquidity, also rebounded strongly. The headline price 

index became less negative, -15 versus -32 in the prior month, indicating a slowing pace of decline; price 

expectations narrowed from -43 to -12 over the same period.  

 

Logistics. Savills’ latest reference Big Sheds Briefing (link) contains the usual comprehensive data and 

analysis including the revelation that, despite (or possibly, because?) Covid-19, there was the strongest ever 

Q2 take-up of logistics space.  

 

Logistics space take-up 
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https://pdf.euro.savills.co.uk/uk/commercial-retail-uk/big-shed-briefing-july-2020.pdf


 

Viewpoint: Chancellor’s summer statement 

 

Rishi Sunak’s much heralded summer statement yesterday wasn’t quite the bunker buster for housebuilding 

I was expecting – there was nothing specific for new housing. That, I now suspect, will follow. However, the 

headline grabbing Stamp Duty holiday was bigger (£500k was the highest predicted threshold, saving up to 

£15k in the levy), broader (available for second homes) and longer (almost nine months rather than six) than 

expected. It should broadly help the wider secondhand and new build market, but I suspect the biggest 

stimulus will be in the family homes market in London and the South East. Rightmove (which reported a 22% 

increase in web traffic in the half hour after the speech) showed that the only region where average prices 

will support the maximum saving is London (average prices, £628k), while the cut would be just under £11k 

for the South East (£420k). In the North East, the saving would be only £646 on the £157k average home. 

Rather than receiving targeted support as had been speculated, first time buyers gain less specifically from 

Sunak’s package: they had previously paid no tax up to £300k then 5% on increments to £500k, so they save 

a maximum of £10k. We believe the recent hike by mortgage lenders of deposit requirements will be a 

bigger hurdle for them – driving them to the Government’s Help to Buy scheme, only for newbuild homes, 

which will continue to be the main driver of new homes overall. The secondhand market has been more 

hampered by Stamp Duty because of the cumulative impact of property ‘chains’.  

I’m hearing, however, that specific support could be forthcoming in the months ahead, including an 

expected planning bill for this month and possibly in the November Budget.  

Meanwhile, the wider building and materials market should get a fillip from the £3bn energy efficiency retro-

fitting package and it should benefit from the £1,000 for every employee brought back from furlough 

(already well underway, according to today’s and recent comments from the housebuilders) and was 

highlighted in Sunak’s speech as being a target in mass training. 

 

 

Prices are as at the previous day’s close. 
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